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This is complicated. Review this chart and determine whether your employees know their exact duties, who
they supervise, and whether they are being used to their maximum potential. To avoid replicating efforts, you
should share kickoff documents project objectives and plans with other team leads and ask for direct feedback
on how you can leverage existing assets or capabilities to achieve your objectives. In most cases, the solution
is easier to find if people think laterally. Actually, any pre-existing silos in the business disappear with the
adoption of an effective team-based decision making process that creates transparency and cohesion, therefore
bringing the new organizational structure to life. These types of companies are a little bit of both structures.
Teams may look for resources outside the company, rather than partnering and leveraging the assets of other
teams within the company. The LinkedIn story has interesting lessons beyond the decentralized org structure.
For example, focusing teams across multiple projects can be challenging in a centralized structure. When
asked about LinkedIn, Allen Blue recounts: "Conflicting goals are a natural part of decentralized
organizations. The payoff can be large enough to justify the extra meetings. As your organization grows and
develops, having this role-centric mindset creates flexibility to move people into roles where they are needed
in that moment, without being so caught up in job titles and the status quo. However, if the invitee selects "I
don't know" or " Spam ", this counts against the inviter. In response to the incident, LinkedIn asked its users to
change their passwords. If one person was temporarily playing multiple roles i. The "gated-access approach"
where contact with any professional requires either an existing relationship, or the intervention of a contact of
theirs is intended to build trust among the service's users. In a picture, a sound organizational design will look
something like this below. Applications must go through a review process and request permission from the
user before accessing a user's data. What are those functions for your business? The most common type of
example with this structure is a company with an internal incubator or innovation program. Fully independent
teams can end up with contradictory goals. We believed that the enterprise business required different
expertise than the consumer facing platform and wanted to be sure that we were incubating that expertise. One
of the challenges is time availability, especially when PMs already interact with multiple stakeholders. An org
chart is built around people and titles. As it is often mentioned in Silicon Valley, PMs should ask for
forgiveness rather than for permission. As a PM, you should also assess how to improve your reputation and
influence within your organization. Individual perceptions of job status, internal politics, titles, compensation,
and desired career paths can make changing your structure seem complicated, if not daunting. You should also
try to recruit a specialized and diverse pool of talent to bring in unique expertise. Google, 3M, Adobe,
Linkedin, and many other companies all have internal innovation incubators where employees can try to get
their ideas funded and then developed into new products or services. Typing the name of a company or
organization in the search box causes pop-up data about the company or organization to appear. Summary
Box: In summary, every company has two organizational structures: the formal one is written on the charts
and cannot be easily changed by PMs; the other is the everyday relationships and tactics that PMs can and
should adopt to succeed in any organization.


